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Perspective on the Nature of Wisconsin 

Wisconsin has meaning for each of us. When I enter 
Wisconsin from Illinois after a trip to Ohio or the East, 
I feel a sense of pleasure, a knowledge of the beauty 
and charm ahead that much of the Lower Midwest 
lacks. In many years of teaching the Geography of 
Minnesota and numerous forays into Wisconsin from 
the west, I've thought about similarities and differences 
across our common border. 

What is it about Wisconsin that is so appealing and 
interesting? Its natural landscapes are not spectacular 
like those of the West Coast, the Rockies or the 
Southwest. Its one big city is not as beautiful as San 
Francisco or as dramatic as New York City. It is in 
many ways a low-key state, but it is not boring. It has, 
indeed, a fascinating geography and history, replete 
with settlement by diverse peoples, a complex 
exploitation of natural resources, cultural-political 
conflict, evolving perceptions and attitudes. Wisconsin 
is a place worthy of attention, exploration, and study. 

Wisconsin Land and Life is a marvel of 
geographical scholarship. In more than 500 pages, 
Robert Ostergren, Thomas Vale, and 25 colleagues 
give us a strong sense of the richness of state. 
Overview chapters combine with specific studies of 
place and topic to suggest the variety of landscape and 
experience of Wisconsin and its people. Principal 
themes include natural characteristics, human 
modification of environments, settlement, and cultural 
persistence and change. Not only are there satisfying 
description and analysis, but there are also interesting 
reflections on geography, place, culture throughout. 
The writing is not of consistently even quality. Why 
should it be with so many contributors? It is, however, 
all at least good and quite reasonable; some chapters 
are outstanding, pearls of the art of geographic writing. 

The Natural World 

The Upper Midwest has something other than the 
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world's most benign climate. Despite promotion of the 
"theater of the four seasons" in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin and efforts to show that winter weather is 
positively invigorating, this is in fact a place of severe 
environmental stresses and sometimes violent weather. 
At the same time, geological processes and vegetative 
adaptations have left us with a largely attractive and 
useful physical landscape. "Part One. Natural 
Environments and Wild Landscapes" presents several 
perspectives on the na tural world. Waltraud Brinkmann 
gives a straight-forward overview of Wisconsin's 
weather and climate in the context of the Midwest and 
the United States. Interesting details emerge in 
connection with specific weather events, such as the 
"Blizzard of 1978" and the terrible Barneveld tornado 
of 1984. She also presents perspectives on climatic 
variability, a topic of considerable scientific and public 
concern. 

Wisconsin's regions do vary from one to another. 
Thomas Vale illustrates this with a study of three 
distinct environments: near Dodgeville in the 
southwest, near Oconomowoc in the southeast and 
near St. Germain in the north. Each segment open~ with 
a lyrical description of the place, e.g.: "A grove of red 
pine ... sits on a steep slope, and a single, multiple
trunked white pine ... towers over the birch and aspen. 
Through the boles of the trees I see the quiet, blue 
waters of a lake, shimmering beneath rising wisps of 
the still morning air. Somewhere beyond my sight, a 
~oon ... calls." (p.26) This conveys a sense of the place; 
unages and memories come forward. 

Then Professor Vale presents a detailed, rich 
description and analysis of that place and region. 
Glacial landscapes, so significant throughout much of 
the Upper Midwest, are examined in David 
Mickelson's piece. Glaciation probably has occurred a 
dozen or more times over the last two million years. 
Because of the nature of continental glaciation, "The 
Wisconsin landscape is analogous to a chalk board that 
has been written on and mostly erased many times. 
OnJy the most recent scribings on the landscape are 



preserved for us to read." (p.37) But this remnant of the 
past is indeed fascinating. Dr. Mickelson's explanation 
of the characteristics and distribution of moraines, 
eskers, kames, drumlins and kettles is illuminating to 
one who has often traveled through or flown over the 
area with limited knowledge of specific processes. For 
anyone who fmds the study of soils less than intriguing, 
read Francis Hole's "Some Patterns in the Earth 
Beneath Our Feet." Professor Hole's interest in and 
affection for soils is contagious and this is a stimulating 
introduction to soil studies of Wisconsin. 

Two elements of physical geography considered 
by Dr. Vale and others are natural vegetation and wild 
animals. Duane Griffm offers a provocative essay titled 
"Wisconsin's Vegetation History and the Balancing of 
Nature." He begins with a wonderful history ofBascom 
Woods on the University of Wisconsin - Madison 
campus; it is a piece reminiscent of May Thielgaard 
Watts's classic Reading the Landscape. Among other 
insights, the story suggests that we might not actually 
know what we think we know; in this case, the red oaks 
of Bascom Woods represent a significantly modified 
landscape. (pp.96-97) ]n keeping with recent scientific 
thought, Mr. Griffm suggests that there is no "balance 
of nature," no optimal ecological community, "but, 
rather, a continual balancing of nature": "an inherent 
flexibility in nature that allows viable, even complex, 
biotic communities to organize fairly quickly in the 
face of even rapid change." (p. 109) The chapter is 
insightful and mind-changing. 

Susy Svatek Ziegler presents an interesting local 
vegetation study, "Eastern White Pine in Southwestern 
Wisconsin," tied to broad geographical patterns and 
processes and long time series. Like other studies in 
this Part One, connections among natural and human 
phenomena are examined, making clear the landscapes 
we can visit and see. 

Not all geographers think wildlife are suitable 
subjects for geographic study. To some, wild animals 
in the landscape are too ephemeral; you can't always 
count on seeing a particular deer or badger or osprey as 
you could a sandstone bluff or a round bam. Yet, to 
any watcher of birds or other wildlife, one can clearly 
associate certain species with certain environments at 
certain times of the year. They are a distinctive and, at 
times, delightful component of landscape. Robin 
White's study of the upland sandpiper is a good, 
suggestive piece on the relationships of species to 
landscape conditions. She makes connections not only 

with the local Wisconsin conditions but also with ''what 
happens far beyond the state borders, particularly in 
northeastern and southern South America," where the 
upland sandpiper winters. The protection ofits habitats, 
study of factors affecting survival and reproductive 
success, and efforts to assure the bird's persistence 

"will determine whether the upland sandpiper 
remains a testament to the glory of the Wisconsin 
spring." (p.127) 

Settlement and Culture 

A simple association of heritage with place would 
most likely link Scandinavians with Minnesota and 
Germans with Wisconsin. Minnesota, in fact, has as many 
people of German ancestry as it does of Norwegians, 
Swedes, Danes, Icelanders and Finns combined; 
Wisconsin has numerous Scandinavians. Both places have 
much more variety than the simple association would 
suggest. Religious diversity, specialized settlements, 
ethnic adjustments, cultural interactions - these are all 
elements of the cultural geography ofthe Upper Midwest. 
For Wisconsin, this is brought forward in a satisfying set 
of studies in Parts Two and Three of Wisconsin Land and 
Life. 

Robert Ostergren clearly explains the patterns and 
processes of "The Euro-American Settlement of 
Wisconsin, 1830 - 1920." For example, the settlers ofthe 
1830s and 1840s in the southeastern part of the state 
"were attracted to the fertile soils and readily available 
fuels and building supplies of the relatively open, mixed 
forest and prairie landscapes." Wheat was produced in 
abundance there; farther north along Lake Michigan, 
poorer conditions for wheat cultivation led to less 
settlement advance by 1850. Professor Ostergren gives an 
overview of town and city development, too; other 
chapters go into more detail, but this is a beneficial 
comparison of different places and regions. Perhaps the 
most valuable contribution in this chapter is the 
examination ofthe very complex pattern of ethnicity: not 
only Germans and Scandinavians, but, by 1920, 
communities of Poles, Finns, Italians, Czechs, Dutch, 
Swiss, Russian Jews, and many others. "Even the most 
homogeneous larger patches (there was, for example, no 
shortage of counties in which at least 75 percent of the 
foreign born were German) had plenty ofenclaves settled 
by people of other origins." (p.156) 

Fascinating individual studies yield greater 
understanding of immigration, settlement, cultural 
landscape, and social - cultural - political - economic 
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interaction. Judith Kenny's study of Milwaukee's Polish 
South Side is a stimulating examination of the evolution 
and social significance ofPolish-American house types, of 
the struggle against negative stereotypes of Slavic 
peoples, and the "routes to Americanization" of people 
within this group. Anne Kelly Knowles looks at the Welsh 
in Waukesha County in her intriguing case study, 
"Religious Identity as Ethnic Identity": Chapel life was 
"the vessel of ethnic culture and indeed a crucible in 
which that culture was transformed without losing its 
original identity." (p.297) Ann Marie Legreid writes about 
19th century Norwegian Americans, reflecting on 
Lutheran theological disputes and their connections with 
language preservation, sense of identity, settlement 
patterns, and community building efforts. As with these 
other groups, religion was important in the lives of Dutch 
settlers. The Dutch, however, were split between Catholics 
and Protestants and the settlement patterns and trends 
toward assimilation of these sub-groups were quite 
different from one another. Yda Schreuder recounts that 
"'Reformed principles' gave the Calvinists their 
conception of life and helped them to organize their social 
and economic activities. Dutch Catholic immigrants, on 
the other hand, assimilated easily and rapidly, principally 
because there was no separate Dutch Catholic church." 
(p.321) The Catholics became more urban, intermarried 
with others much more, and - despite an "interest in 
preserving native language and traditions" - did blend in 
more readily. Dr. Schreuder's well-documented insights 
are very valuable in understanding the nuances of 
settlement and culture in Wisconsin. 

Steven Hoelscher, Jeffrey Zimmerman, and Timothy 
Bawden tell a fascinating story of the German influence 
on Milwaukee's built environment in "Milwaukee's 
German Renaissance Twice-Told: Inventing and 
Recycling Landscape in America's German Athens." This 
story is ofA) the rise ofa predominantly German-heritage 
population and the conscious establishing of a townscape 
with significant German structures, reaching a peak a 
century ago, B) the anti-German rhetoric and effects on 
Milwaukee at the time of the First World War, C) the 
negative impacts of the modernist trend in architecture, 
1940s to 1970s, D) the reclaiming of a German-based 
townscape and celebration of German heritage in the last 
quarter century, and E) the conflict between a large, poor 
Black population and the revival and Germanization ofthe 
downtown area. This last element is a significant one for 
many cities today, at the end of the 20th century. Which 
culture should have primacy on the urban landscape? In 
Detroit, issues have arisen over funding of and public 
emphasis on a major traditional art museum versus of a 
museum celebrating African-American culture. In 
Minneapolis, the city has a strong Scandinavian cultural 
heritage and, as recently as the early 1980s, the Twin 
Cities devoted nearly a year to events celebrating 

Scandinavian heritage and culture. Yet, in the past two 
decades, Minneapolis has experienced a major influx of 
African Americans as well as immigrants from Asia, Latin 
America, and Africa. Should there be primacy for a 
particular ancestral-cultural group in civic celebration or 
should attention be paid to diverse contributions or should 
all ethnic culture be ignored? In the case of Milwaukee, 
the German architectural elements lend distinctiveness and 
charm to the cityscape, yet such emphasis might well 
come at the perceived expense ofanother group ofpeople; 
tie this to the familiar contest between downtown and 
neighborhood development for funding and attention and 
a conflict arises. 

Prior to European exploration and settlement, people 
had lived in the western Great Lakes region for thousands 
of years. Three chapters consider aspects of Native 
American Indian life. William Gustav Gartner illustrates 
the now-accepted concept that, in contrast to ideas of an 
untouched Garden ofEden, the Wisconsin landscape was 
significantly modified and had been "humanized since the 
beginning of indigenous times." Imprints "were varied: 
fire maintained prairies and oak openings; gathering, 
hunting, and fishing altered plant and animal numbers; 
selective cutting and planting influenced plant ranges; 
agricultural clearing replaced the wild vegetation with 
domesticated crops; the construction of ridged fields 
modified the surface of the earth; mining and changing 
vegetation cover altered soils and sediments. An elaborate 
cultural landscape consisting of roads, villages, and 
mounds was also present." (p.345) Thomas Pearson writes 
ofwild-rice ecology, of the harvest, and of the importance 
of the harvest to the Ojibwa of Bad River in northern 
Wisconsin. One tribal member said that ''Traditional 
[hand] harvesting is also about resistance to assimilation. 
It's an Indian thing; it identifies us as a people. It's a 
chance for people to participate in their cultural tradition." 
(p.515) For years, questions involving Native American. 

Indian treaty rights have been the stimuli for potential 
and actual conflicts in Wisconsin and Minnesota. Should 
a treaty be honored in perpetuity or should special rights 
be abrogated after a period of time? Steven Silvern gives 
a good overview of the history of treaties, of Ojibwa 
settlement, of challenges to Indian special rights and of 
court decisions eventually favoring the Ojibwa. (In 
Minnesota, a court decision was handed down in March 
1999 which favored the Mille Lacs band ofOjibwa.) One 
hopes and expects that these determinations will result in 
better cultural relations between tribal people and others 
(though I have talked with a number ofEuropean-ancestry 
college students in recent years from northern parts of 
both states who do not like what they view as special 
privileges for undeserving Indians); one also hopes for 
improvements in the self-esteem, confidence and 
economic development of the Native people, and better 
stewardship of natural resources. 
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Economic Activities and Settlement 

Settlement and economic activities is a third broad 
theme for studies in this volume. Why did people settle in 
particular places? What did they do there and why did 
they stay? or leave? What draws people to places in 
Wisconsin for recreation? 

Much of the 19th and early 20th century settlement 
and modification of the Wisconsin landscape was tied to 
lumbering, mining and agriculture; elements of each of 
these are presented. Lumbering was long a fundamental 
part of the economies of Minnesota and Wisconsin. 
Randall Rohe clearly lays out the sociai and economic 
characteristics ofsettlements, ranging from logging camps 
to sawmill towns to cities with forestry industries at their 
core. It is, of course, an interesting experience to tour a 
recreation of a logging camp from a century ago, such as 
that near Grand Rapids, Minnesota. Dr. Rohe, who has 
codirected the excavation of three Wisconsin logging 
camps, gives a thorough and engaging picture of the 
settings, activities, and morphology of forestry-related 
settlements. He discusses the early siting along streams 
and the growing importance of the train: "By 1890 all the 
major clusters of mills and most individual mills were 
located on a railroad .. . " (p.225) Among the sawmill 
centers covered, he presents a special case study of 
Oshkosh. Timothy Bawden looks at one region of forest, 
the Northwoods of Oneida and Vilas counties, a place 
which has undergone deforestation, reforestation, and 
reappraisal as an aesthetic resource. His chapter contains 
interesting details of land promotion schemes and 
changing perceptions. 

Exploitation ofmineral resources was the stimulus for 
some of the earliest non-Native settlement in Wisconsin. 
Michael Conzen's study of the Upper Mississippi Valley 
Lead Region is an excellent examination of the many 
facets ofland and life in southwestern Wisconsin, a good 
model for studies ofother regions. Though native peoples 
used lead to a small degree and French explorers and 
traders had extracted the mineral even in the late 17th 
century, significant mining began in the 1820s. Galena, 
Illinois, Dubuque, Iowa and Mineral Point, Wisconsin 
were notable settlements of the lead mining region. After 
a few decades, zinc production and farming became the 
more significant economic activities of the region. 
Professor Conzen also includes elements of the region's 
cultural heritage, notably the Cornish, the cheese factories, 
and the historic preservation movement ofrecent decades. 

Arnold Alanen continues the stimulating research he 
has done on the Lake Superior iron ranges (which he has 
published in Minnesota History and elsewhere) in his 
study of the Penokee - Gogebic Iron Ore District of 
northern Wisconsin and Michigan. These mining 
communities are peculiar places, based largely on one 
finite resource. They drew in thousands of immigrants in 

the late 19th and early 20th centuries, thrived for a period, 
then experienced economic woes and population decline . 
Some were quite lively at one time, as demonstrated by 
the most notorious of all, Hurley, Wisconsin. A century 
ago, Hurley was a center of saloons (one for every 38 
residents in 1893 !), prostitution, and gambling; its 
reputation was as the "hell-hole of the range." (pp.250
252) There were and are many types of towns in 
Wisconsin, not just those based on extractable resources. 
John Hudson's excellent overview, "The Creation of 
Towns in Wisconsin," has many enticing details of 
location, origin, relative advantage, function, and design. 

The formal organization of this book has three parts, 
the third of which is "Regional Economies and 
Landscapes." I've already commented on four chapters 
from that section, one on Milwaukee, one on the 
Northwoods, and two on Ojibwa in northern Wisconsin. 
Others consider rural landscapes and tourism. 

Clarence Olmstead's "Changing Technology, Values, 
and Rural Landscapes" is a wonderful summary of 
changes over time in the rural landscapes ofso uthwest em 
Wisconsin. In a few pages, one learns of the evolution of 
farmstead features (barns, silos, etc.), their uses and the 
effects ofdeveloping technology on them and the farmers. 
He offers a wise perspective on landscape interpretation: 
To "read a landscape requires informed curiosity and the 
skills to derive meaning from what one sees. The vantage 
point is selected so that the landscape observed is 
representative ofa significant area and set ofprocesses.... 
Such a landscape is ... also a record of ourselves -who 
and what we are, what we have created, what we value." 
(p.356) IngolfVogeler follows up with a focus on dairy 
farming's cultural' landscape features. 

Steven Hoelscher gives us a fascinating and well
illustrated history of the Wisconsin Dells during its 
development as a scenic tourism destination from the 
1840s to 1908. The Dells might well be Wisconsin's 
largest attraction today, with a vast string of tacky 
recreational facilities overshadowing the true natural 
beauty of the place. A steamboat tourist of the 1880s, 
however, described the Dells landscape as a "weird, 
strange-rock panorama '" which the swift-running water 
has worn into various grotesque and fantastic shapes." 
(pp.430-432) Eric Olmanson shows how another of 
Wisconsin's scenic districts, the Lake Superior coast, was 
represented in "bird's-eye views" in 1886. These map-like 
lithographs, representing settlements such as Bayfield and 
Ashland from a high oblique angle, were generally 
accurate, but also tried to show the best face of the town 
and even how it might soon look. "The viewmaker's 
pictures told a progressive, even heroic, story of future 
cities emerging from forests, of industry and hard work 
rearranging nature to create ordered, humanized places." 
(p.482) 

Two interesting reflective essays conclude this ex
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pansive volume. Robert Sack, in "Wisconsin Is Almost 
Anywhere: Generic Places and the Routinization of 
Everyday Life," points out that, though individual places, 
such as Madison or The Driftless Area, have place
specific and engaging characteristics, each also has many 
rather generic traits (e.g., houses, streets, offices, schools) 
that provide the "uniformity and predictability ... essential 
for us to feel at home and to accomplish our tasks." 
(p.526) We need both-the generic and the specific. 
Professor Sack's comments at first seem to state the 
obvious, yet they reveal rich insights into the world of end 
of the 20th century America; the ideas could certainly be 
useful in Human Geography class discussions, revealing 
the ordinary and commonplace in new ways. Yi-Fu Tuan 
gives a concluding overview of Wisconsin's geography, 
history, and culture, through his own finely ground lens . 

Final Thoughts 

Wisconsin Land and Life is a well-written, well
edited, interesting volume; it is a set of studies, each 
capable of standing on its own. It is not a comprehensive 
study of Wisconsin and would have to be used with other 
references (e.g., the new Wisconsin's Past and Present: A 

Historical Atlas) if one were teaching a thorough course 
on the geography of Wisconsin. The editors acknowledge 
its incompleteness in their introduction; they offer it, 
instead, as "a geographic exploration of the land and life 
of Wisconsin" which "attempts to capture the personality 
of our home state." (pp.3-4) 

Among topics and places I would have liked to see 
explored in some detail are the St. Croix Valley and 
western Wisconsin, connections of parts of Wisconsin to 
the Twin Cities and to Chicago, the peculiar agricultural 
landscapes of ginseng and cranberries, the personality of 
the Door Peninsula, the dimensions and historic changes 
in manufacturing, the impact of Asian immigration in the 
past quarter century, and the somewhat askew character of 
Madison. 

Minor quibbles aside, I commend Bob Ostergren and 
Tom Vale for their distinguished work in producing this 
fine book, which could well serve as a model for 
geographies of other states. I recommend that every high 
school, college, and library in the Upper Midwest acquire 
a copy. It is a testament to outstanding geographic 
scholarship and to the varied and interesting people and 
places of Wisconsin. 

Dr. John "Jack" Flynn is a native ofCincinnati and an assistant professor at the College ofSaint Catherine, 
St. Paul, Minnesota. His interests include historical and cultural geography, immigration, cultural landscape, 
ethnicity, and the portrayal of landscape in the arts and literature. He received his BA degree from the University of 
Cincinnati, and his MA and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Minnesota. 
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